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Abstract 

Optical polymers are a subject of intense research and industry implementation for 
several decades. Nowadays, organic materials are widely utilized in microelectronic 
and optoelectronic businesses. Comparing to inorganic materials, optical polymers are 
inexpensive, easy to process and flexible enough to meet a broad range of application-
specific requirements. These advantages allow a development of cost-efficient 
polymer photonic integrated circuits for on-chip optical communications, signal 
processing, sensing, etc. However, polymer platform suffers from some drawbacks, 
for example, low refractive index contrast between core and cladding. This limits light 
confinement in a core and, consequently, integrated polymer device miniaturization. 
Also, polymers lack active functionality like light emission, amplification, 
modulation, etc. In this work, we developed methods to improve a performance of 
integrated passive polymer waveguides and demonstrated active devices based on 
polymer waveguides doped with silicon quantum dots. Also, we present novel silicon 
nanocrystal/polymer hybrid optical materials for active applications. 

In the integrated device part of this work, we demonstrate optical waveguides with 
enhanced performance. We report uniform high refractive index contrast of 57.5% in 
air-suspended SU-8 waveguides. After SiO2 lower cladding removal, optical mode is 
well-confined and substrate leakage losses are eliminated. More of it, decreased 
radiation losses in curved waveguides allow low-loss bending with radii as small as 
15 µm, which is far better than >100 µm for typical polymer waveguides. This 
approach provides high integration density and simplified photonic integrated circuit 
design. Another study shows a positive effect of thermal treatment on pedestal-
standing acrylate waveguides. By heating slightly higher than polymer glass transition 
temperature, the viscosity decreases and reflows cracks and other surface roughness, 
minimizing scattering losses. Further heating reshapes initially rectangular 
waveguides into cylindrical ones yielding nearly negligible polarization dependent 
losses of <0.1 dB/cm, which is highly desirable for a proper circuit operation.  When 
applied to polymer microring resonators, this treatment method enhances cavity Q 
factor more than 2 times. Considering polymers’ high compatibility with different 
dopants, we fabricated and evaluated all-optical intensity modulator based on PMMA 
waveguides with silicon quantum dots encapsulated. Demonstrated active device 
shows a potential to become a low-cost kHz range switch in all-optical circuits. 

We also developed and characterized novel hybrid optical materials. Here, 
photoluminescent Si nanocrystals are encapsulated into PMMA and OSTE polymers. 
Obtained nanocomposites show stable photoluminescence in visible and near-infrared 
region with high quantum efficiency. We achieved the highest up to date ~65% 
quantum yield for solid-state Si nanocrystal composites. Demonstrated materials are a 
step towards Si-based on-chip light sources and nonlinearity driven active devices. 

Integrated devices and materials presented in this work enhance the performance 
and expand functionality of polymer PICs. The components described here can serve 
not only as elements of optical communication circuits, but also as building blocks for 
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on-chip sensing applications, microfluidics, optical memory, etc. 

Keywords: integrated photonics, polymers, optical communications, 
microfabrication, optical waveguides, microring resonators, silicon, Si nanocrystals, 
photoluminescence. 
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Sammanfattning 

Optiska polymermaterial är ett område för intensiv forskning som resulterat i ett 
flertal industriella tillämpningar de senaste årtionderna. I dagsläget används dessa 
organiska material standardmässigt inom mikroelektronik och optoelektronisk 
industri. I jämförelse med icke-organiska material, är polymermaterial billigare, 
lättare att använda samt tillräckligt flexibla för att kunna uppfylla kraven inom ett 
flertal olika specifika tillämpningar. Polymermaterialens fördelar gör att 
kostnadseffektiva fotoniska integrerade kretsar har kunnat utvecklats för användning 
inom optisk kommunikation, signalbehandling och mätningar.  

Det finns dock ett antal nackdelar med optiska polymer material, där en är den låga 
kontrasten i brytningsindex mellan kärna och mantel, vilket begränsar ljusledarnas 
inneslutniongsförmåga och i sin tur hindrar miniatyrisering av de optisk 
komponenterna. En annan begränsning är bristen på aktiv funktionalitet i materialet 
såsom ljusemittering, förstärkning, modulering mm.  

I denna avhandling presenterar vi metoder för att förbättra prestandan hos passiva 
integrerade optiska kretsar samt demonstrerar aktiva komponenter baserade på 
polymer vågledare dopade med kisel kvantpunkter. Utöver detta presentareas också 
nya optiska kompositmaterial baserade på kisel nanokristaller och optiska polymerer. 

I kapitlen med integrerande optiska kretsar, visar vi på optiska vågledare med 
utökade prestanda såsom en hög, homogen brytningsindexkontrast på 57,5%, för 
luftburna SU-8 vågledare. Efter eliminering av SiO2-mantel under vågledaren, fås en 
väl innesluten optisk mod med minimala läckageförluster. Vi visar även på minskade 
strålningsförluster som möjliggör böjda vågledare med radier ner till 15 µm, mycket 
bättre än de typiska värden på >100µm som är vanliga för andra polymera vågledare. 
Sammanlagt möjliggör detta en tätare integration och enklare design utav fotoniska 
integerade kretsar.  

En annan studie i denna avhandling visar påde positiva effekter utav 
värmebehandling av piedistalstående vågledare i akrylatpolymer. Genom värmning 
till strax över glass temperaturen, minskar viskositeten och materialet flyter ut vilket 
fyller ut sprickor och jämnar ut andra ytdefekter, vilket ger minskade spridnings 
förluster. Ytterligare uppvärmning formar om de ursprungligen rektangulära 
vågledarna till cylidriska dito, vilket resulterar i närmast försumbara 
polarisationsberoende förluster, < 0.1dB/cm, en högst önskvärd egenskap hos 
välfungerande optiska kretsar. Samma process, applicerad på polymera 
ringresonatorer, ökade Q-värdet på kaviteterna mer än 2 gånger.  

För att undersöka kompabiliteten mellan polymerer och olika dopämnen har vi 
tillverkat och utvärderat en heloptisk intensitetsmodulator baserade på en PMMA 
vågledare med inbäddade kisel kvantpunkter. Denna aktiva komponent visar sig ha en 
potential att bli en lågkostnads optisk switch med kHz prestanda för heloptiska 
kretsar.  

Vi har också utvecklat och karakteriserat nya optiska hybridmaterial såsom 
fotoluminiscenta kisel nanokristaller inbäddade i PMMA och OSTE polymerer. Dessa 
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nanokompositer visar på stabil fotoluminiscens i det synliga och infraröda spektrat, 
med hög kvanteffektivitet. Vi uppnådde ett kvantutbyte på ca 65% vilket är det högsta 
värdet som rapporterats för kiselbaserade, nanokristall kompositer. Dessa material är 
ett steg på vägen mot kiselbaserade optiska kretsar med ljuskällor och ickelinjära, 
aktivt drivna komponenter. De integrerade kretsar och material som presenteras i detta 
arbete förbättrar prestanda och funktionen hos polymera fotoniska integrerade kretsar. 
De komponenter som beskrivs kan inte bara användas som delar i optiska 
kommunikationssytem utan även som byggblock inom chipbaserade sensorer, 
mikrofluidkomponenter och optisk minnen.  
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Since invention of a transistor, semiconductor industry brought us into the 
information technology era, where computers assist a majority of society’s routines 
[1]. Growing computing and data exchange rates demanded more and more advanced 
technical solutions. Back in 70s, after the invention of laser, light was proposed as an 
incredibly efficient information carrier comparing to lossy copper interconnects [2]. 
With an appearance of low attenuation glass fibers and [3], later, erbium doped fiber 
amplifiers [4], optical communications took a major role in high capacity long 
distance data transmission, connecting the whole world. Optical communication 
wavelengths were chosen according to the lowest absorption in silica fibers, these 
transmission windows are centered at 1310 nm and 1550 nm [5]. Since its birth, 
optical communications experienced rapid technological growth up to combining with 
integrated electronics on the same chip. Nowadays, rapidly growing data traffic needs 
a large amount of fiber-optical components for efficient network functioning. 
Potentially, photonic integration can dramatically decrease system power 
consumption, overall equipment size and cost; while stability, flexibility and capacity 
will increase. In other words, substitution of bulk fiber-optics with photonic chips is 
highly beneficial [6]. 

To reduce PIC fabrication costs, capabilities of microelectronic semiconductor 
foundries are used. Silicon, which has been a leading material in microelectronic 
industry for decades, is an attracting platform for PICs thanks to transparency in the 
most widely used telecom wavelength bands, high refractive index contrast with 
cladding materials (SiO2, polymers, air), well-known processing conditions and 
production scalability (up to 12 inch wafers) [7]. However, expensive silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) wafers are needed to fabricate devices with moderate insertion losses. 
Less expensive polysilicon and amorphous hydrogenated silicon suffer from 
excessive losses, making these platforms far from real applications. III-V materials, 
compared to SOI platform, offer a unique opportunity to implement both active and 
passive devices on a single chip, but there are drawbacks such as near-infrared (IR) 
light absorption, high material costs and low fabrication yield due to poor mechanical 
properties [8, 9]. Several groups work on III-V material epitaxial growth on SOI 
platform attempting to combine advantages of both platforms, however, crystalline 
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lattice mismatch limits a quality of grown active layer [10]. 
This work is devoted to polymer photonics platform, which offers the best 

performance/cost ratio for many applications [11]. Optical polymers are less 
expensive than SOI and III-V material wafers, do not require epitaxial growth or 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques used for III-V and Si3N4. Some 
polymers can be directly patterned by lithography and wet development step avoiding 
use of expensive plasma etching tools [12]. Nanoimprint lithography is another cost-
effective patterning technique thanks to softness and low melting point of most 
polymers. Propagation losses <0.07 dB/cm at 1550 nm reported for polymer devices 
[13]. This is close to silica-on-silicon waveguides, where are considered the lowest 
loss optical waveguides [14]. Another drawback of optical polymers is low refractive 
index, this leads to larger device size and limited integration density due to huge 
bending radii. On the other hand, this simplifies polymer optical chip packaging 
procedures. Low processing temperature of polymer photonics allows for back-end 
integration as a top layer of opto-electronic integrated circuits (OEICs). Up to date, 
Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI) in Berlin developed a state-of-the-art 
polymer photonics platform called PolyBoard [15]. Based on buried channel 
waveguides, it comprises a broad variety of photonic components such as multimode 
interference (MMI) splitters and couplers, thermo-optically tunable switches and 
variable optical attenuators (VOAs), arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) and many 
others. Low insertion loss polarization splitters/rotators are introduced by combining 
PolyBoard with thin film filter technology [16]. PolyBoard is successfully integrated 
with InP-based gain chips resulting in tunable distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser 
with wavelength span of 40 nm [17]. The Bragg wavelength of polymer waveguide 
grating is tuned thermo-optically without affecting gain section. Such polymer cavity 
approach results in highly stable single mode lasing. Finally, hybrid 40 channel 100 
Gb/s transmitters for wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) networks were 
developed [18]. 

Another advantage of polymers is a possibility to combine it with graphene [19], to 
dope with semiconductor nanoparticles or organic chromophores for active 
applications like light emission, amplification or electro-optic modulation [20, 21]. 
This significantly broadens functionality of integrated photonic devices based on 
polymer platform. To this end, we investigated optical properties of polymers doped 
with Si nanocrystals (Si NCs). Bulk Si is a poor emitter due to indirect bandgap. 
Nanostructured silicon shows clearly different optical properties comparing with a 
bulk one [22]. When particle size goes below few nm, optoelectronic properties of Si 
NCs are governed by a quantum confinement effect [23]. This brings unique 
properties such as a quasi-direct bandgap, which greatly enhances light emissivity. 
One of the important parameters of Si quantum dot (QD) ensemble is quantum yield 
(QY). It determines the amount of optically active NCs in the whole ensemble. In 
glass matrices, it rarely exceeds 25%, while polymer matrices potentially offer higher 
QY. Inexpensive chemical synthesis of Si NCs in large quantities together with ease 
of polymer processing may result in a very bright photonics platform [24]. 
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1.2 Research goals and achievements 

Despite low fabrication complexity and high flexibility towards numerous 
applications, polymer platform needs to overcome several fundamental limitations to 
meet industry requirements. Considering trends and problems discussed in previous 
section, we set the following objectives for this work: 

- to find and implement methods to enhance a performance of commonly used
polymer waveguide-based passive devices: decrease propagation losses and
polarization-dependent losses (PDL), shrink device size for denser integration;

- to integrate Si QDs into optical polymers yielding stable, efficient and low cost
active optical materials for on-chip light modulation and emission.

Integrated polymer photonic components were proposed and fabricated using standard 
CMOS fabrication techniques. Developed devices include: 

- air-suspended waveguides with high index contrast and low bending radii;
- cylindrical waveguides and microring resonators with low sensitivity to light

polarization and decreased scattering losses;
- all-optical modulator based on polymer waveguide doped with Si NCs.

To broaden functionality of a polymer platform, Si NCs were encapsulated into 
different polymers and optical properties of resulting nanocomposites were evaluated 
over time. As an outcome, photostable hybrid materials with high quantum efficiency 
were obtained for the first time. Novel on-chip active photonic devices based on 
developed Si NC/polymer nanocomposites have been proposed. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 briefly describes a theoretical background behind PICs and Si NCs. Light 
propagation in dielectric optical waveguide is explained by ray optic model and by 
solving Maxwell’s equations. Different optical waveguide configurations discussed. 
Organic materials for optical applications are reviewed. Working principle of 
numerical simulation tools used to design integrated components is explained. Basic 
semiconductor physics of quantum confined Si NCs is given. 
Chapter 3 introduces fabrication techniques and measurement methods used in this 
work. It covers clean room processes for polymer PIC fabrication, such as thin film 
deposition, lithography, plasma etching, etc. Chemical synthesis of Si NC/polymer 
hybrid materials described. Then, measurement setups for integrated component 
analysis and optical characterization of Si NC/polymer materials are presented. 
Chapter 4 presents developed passive polymer components. Novel air-suspended SU-
8 waveguides are evaluated in terms of propagation and bending loss, decreased 
bending radii reported. Thermal treatment method that decreases propagation losses 
and PDL in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) waveguides is discussed. Enhanced 
Q-factor of microring resonators after thermal treatment is demonstrated.
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Chapter 5 describes a research on active optical materials based on Si NCs in 
polymers. Fabricated Si NC/PMMA and Si NC/OSTE nanocomposites show high QY 
values stable over many months. As an example of active applications, Si NC doped 
PMMA waveguides for all-optical intensity modulation are demonstrated. 
Chapter 6 summarizes research results and proposes future work in the field. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Theory and design of integrated photonic components 

This chapter introduces a brief theoretical background of performed research. 
Operation principles of integrated photonic components are described. Semiconductor 
physics of Si quantum dots and their applications with polymer photonics are 
discussed. Numerical simulation methods for the design of micro-photonic 
components are presented. 

2.1 Light propagation in optical waveguides 

Theory. The main phenomenon responsible for the operation of optical fibers and 
PICs is called total internal reflection (TIR). It was first demonstrated by Daniel 
Colladon in 1841, his experiment showed a light confinement inside a parabolic 
stream of water (Figure 2.1a). TIR principle is schematically shown in Figure 2.1b, 
ray propagation model is a convenient way to demonstrate it. When light is incident 
on a boundary between transparent media with different refractive indices, there is a 
definite amount of transmitted and reflected light, depending on incidence angle. 
If a refractive index of the other boundary side is lower and incidence angle is greater 
than specific critical angle, there is no transmission and the ray is entirely reflected 
back to higher index medium. 

Figure 2.1 Colladon´s experimental setup (a) and TIR schematic representation (b). 

a b 
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According to Snell´s law, the critical angle, with respect to the normal to the 
interface, is dependent on a contrast between refractive indices: 

Θcrit = sin-1 (𝑛𝑛2
𝑛𝑛1

)  (2.1) 

where n1 is a higher index material. Therefore, the light launched into a medium 
surrounded with lower refractive index media can be transmitted for long distances 
thanks to continuous reflections on boundaries [25]. In many cases it is assumed that 
these reflections generate a negligible phase shift. Such structure is called a 
waveguide since it confines light in one or two dimensions. A region with higher 
index is called a core and a surrounding lower index medium is called a cladding. One 
of the easiest examples is a glass rod in air. The most widespread application for TIR 
is optical fiber communications [2]. On-chip dielectric photonic circuit operation is 
based on the TIR phenomenon, like in optical fibers. This platform brings numerous 
data processing options in optical and electrical domains, compact size and scalable 
low cost fabrication. Depending on dimensions, refractive index contrast and 
wavelength integrated waveguides can guide multiple light paths or only a single one. 
Such discrete paths are called optical modes and waveguides can then support 
multimode or single mode light propagation [26]. For typical integrated polymer 
waveguides, core width and height are 2-3 μm, while standard single-mode fiber has a 
core diameter of 9 μm. 

Ray optics model does not describe optical power distribution and relations 
between electric and magnetic field components, so electromagnetic wave model is 
more feasible for waveguide theory. As an electromagnetic wave, light propagating in 
waveguides can be expressed with Maxwell equations, where isotropic dielectric 
medium without free charges is assumed: 

∇×E = - ∂
∂t
𝑩𝑩  (2.2) 

∇×H = - ∂
∂t
𝑫𝑫  (2.3) 

Here, E is an electric field, H is a magnetic field, D is an electric displacement field 
and B is a magnetic flux density. These vectorial quantities are related through D = εE 
and B = μH, where ε is a material permittivity and μ is a permeability. 

For passive waveguides it is assumed that the permittivity is a spatial coordinate 
function and is constant in time. Using these assumptions with eq. 2.2, we obtain: 

∇2E - 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 ∂2

∂t2
𝐄𝐄 =  −2∇(∇ln(n) · E)  (2.4) 

where n is a refractive index. The left part describes a wave equation while the right 
part deals with a spatial variation of a refractive index. For low core-cladding index 
contrast platforms the right side is assumed to be close to zero since gradient of 
refractive index is negligible. 

Equation 2.4 can be further simplified by assuming the refractive index is constant 
and expressing E as E(r,t) = E(r)eiωt, where r is a spatial coordinate vector and ω is an 
angular frequency. With that, a general solution can still be obtained for any region 
with constant refractive index, while boundary conditions can be assigned later. The 
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time dependency can also be extracted with an inverse Fourier transform. Equation 
2.4 is then rewritten as the Helmholtz equation: 

∇2E + 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜔𝜔2𝐄𝐄 =  0  (2.5) 

After substituting ω = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆

 and 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 = 𝑛𝑛
2

𝜋𝜋2
, where c is a speed of light in vacuum and λ 

is a wavelength, we achieve: 

∇2E + 4𝜋𝜋
2𝑛𝑛2

𝜆𝜆2
𝐄𝐄 =  0  (2.6) 

Considering 3D waveguide with x and y coordinates representing a cross-section 

and light propagation along z axis, the Laplacian can be expressed as ∇2 = 𝛁𝛁𝒕𝒕𝟐𝟐 + ∂
2

∂z2
, 

where 𝜵𝜵𝒕𝒕𝟐𝟐 = ∂
2

∂x2
 + ∂

2

∂y2
. After applying this substitution to equation 2.6, we obtain: 

𝛁𝛁𝒕𝒕𝟐𝟐E + 𝘬𝘬02n2𝐄𝐄 =  𝛽𝛽2E  (2.7) 

Here, 𝘬𝘬0 = 2𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆

 is a vacuum wave vector magnitude and β is a propagation constant. β 

and 𝘬𝘬0 define the effective refractive index of the particular mode through neff = 𝛽𝛽
𝘬𝘬0

. 

Analogic eigenvalue equation can be obtained for H. Computational techniques like 
finite element method, finite-difference time-domain, effective index method and 
others are typically used to solve such equations. As an outcome, one can obtain the 
effective index of any guided mode, and a mode field distribution profile. 

Losses in waveguides. Propagation losses are the key parameter in waveguide 
operation. For dielectric waveguides, there are 3 main loss channels: scattering, 
radiation and absorption [27]. Scattering comes from waveguide surface roughness. It 
is easy to explain with ray model approach: when ray strikes a local interface 
roughness, the incidence angle there could be less than critical and part of the light 
goes to cladding. For a planar waveguide, interface scattering losses can be expressed 
with 

𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝜋𝜋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝜎𝜎
2𝑘𝑘02

𝛽𝛽
𝑬𝑬𝑆𝑆
2𝛥𝛥𝑛𝑛2

∫𝑬𝑬2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 (2.8) 

where σ is the surface roughness and 𝑬𝑬𝑆𝑆2/∫𝑬𝑬2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the normalized light intensity on 
core-cladding boundary [28]. Here, both surface roughness and index contrast are 
squared, showing a great influence on amount of scattering loss. This is usually the 
case with waveguides patterned by plasma etching due to sidewall damage done by 
ions [29]. 

Radiation losses arise from waveguide profile inhomogeneities, such as width 
variations and waveguide bending. To explain this, let’s consider the mode entering a 
waveguide bending with curvature radius R. The tangential phase velocity of light 
must be proportional to bending radius to keep the phase front. As seen from Figure 
2.2, at certain radius R + xr the cladding tail must propagate faster than the mode 
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central part in order to preserve a phase front. This is not consistent, so the light 
beyond this radius leaks out of the waveguide. To find xr, the following equalities are 

introduced, considering angular velocity (
𝑑𝑑θ
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

 )is the same for all waves: 

𝑅𝑅 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

=  𝜔𝜔
𝛽𝛽0

  (2.9) 

(𝑅𝑅 + 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟) 𝑑𝑑θ
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

=  𝜔𝜔
𝛽𝛽1

  (2.10) 

where β0 is the propagation constant of a core mode and β1 is the propagation constant 
of a cladding mode. By combining 2.9 and 2.10, we obtain 

𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 = 𝑅𝑅 𝛽𝛽0 − 𝛽𝛽1
𝛽𝛽1

  (2.11) 

Therefore, better light confinement with smaller evanescent tail provides smaller 
possible bending radii with moderate to negligible radiation losses. 

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of radiation losses at waveguide bending [30]. 

In polymers, IR light is mostly absorbed by material-specific molecule vibration 
modes and their higher harmonics. We do not discuss electronic transition absorption 
here because it occurs at UV and shorter wavelengths. Molecule vibration absorption 
is induced mainly by hydrocarbon (C-H) groups and affects widely used optical 
communications windows [31]. Tailoring polymer chemical composition can 
dramatically reduce absorption; one of the approaches is to increase an effective mass 
of C-H oscillator. For example, substitution of H with F increases effective mass by a 
factor of 8, decreasing oscillator strength and associated absorption losses. Novel 
perfluorinated acrylate polymer waveguides demonstrate absorption losses smaller 
than 0.07 dB/cm [14], which is much lower than ones in InP where free carrier 
absorption is the main contributor [32]. 

Another crucial waveguide performance parameter is a polarization dependent loss 
(PDL). It is defined as loss varying when polarization state of propagating light 
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changes. In this work we deal with a difference between propagation losses of mode 
with transversely polarized electric field (TE) and transversely polarized magnetic 
field (TM). Normally, a signal from an optical fiber coupled to a chip has random 
polarization state, so polarization independent PIC performance is highly desirable, 
otherwise specific polarization management is required [33]. This is especially crucial 
for a proper operation of networks where polarization-division multiplexing is 
employed.  

Waveguide types. There are three major types of integrated polymer waveguide 
geometry, see Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3 Profile of a strip (or ridge) waveguide (a), rib waveguide (b) and buried channel 
waveguide; n3<n1<n2. 

In strip waveguides, a core has relatively high refractive index contrast with air 
cladding. Therefore, these waveguides confine light well from top and sidewalls. High 
light confinement allows sharper bends and, consequently, denser photonic 
integration, but at a cost of surface roughness induced propagation losses and a 
birefringence that stems from different refractive indices of top and bottom cladding. 
Rib waveguides possess lower propagation losses thanks to lower mode overlap with 
sidewalls, but the confinement is weaker, so larger bending radii are needed to prevent 
radiation loss to side polymer film. PDL can be decreased to negligible values by 
tailoring rib waveguide geometry; however, this effect is wavelength dependent. 
Buried channel waveguides show excellent propagation losses limited mostly by 
material absorption, and also polarization dependency is nearly negligible through the 
whole C-band. But, as one can see, refractive index contrast is the smallest in this 
case, making devices based on such waveguides quite bulky. So, depending on 
application requirements, one can choose the most suitable waveguide design, for 
example, buried channel waveguides are perfect for straight optical interconnects 
between chips on a printed circuit board [34]. In this work we investigate alternative 
geometries of strip waveguides. 

2.2 Optical polymers 

Polymers are solid organic materials consisting of many monomers linked to each 
other in a repetitive manner. Typically, polymers are highly transparent in visible and 
NIR region. Their refractive index ranges from 1.3 to 1.7 which is close to one of 

a b c 
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glasses. Low refractive index contrast between polymer core and cladding puts some 
limitation on the size of integrated polymer devices [31]. On the other hand, a 
desirable refractive index can be obtained by modifying a chemical composition of a 
polymer to meet application-specific requirements. Optical polymers possess several 
advantages that make them attractive for photonic integration. First, high quality thin 
films can be deposited with inexpensive spin-coating techniques routinely used in 
microelectronic industry. Desired film thickness is easily obtained by changing 
polymer solution viscosity and/or adjusting spin-coating speed. In this way, polymer 
films can be obtained within several minutes without any use of expensive deposition 
techniques such as physical vapor deposition (PVD), epitaxy, etc. Also, a broad 
variety of substrates are available bringing a possibility to fabricate polymer 
waveguides on flexible plastic sheets [35], to combine polymer waveguides with Si 
and InP photonics [36, 37]. Another advantage is a low amount of internal stresses in 
polymer films which results in negligible birefringence comparing to silica 
waveguides, for example [38]. So, polymer channel waveguides typically have 
polarization independent performance and close to zero stress-induced losses [39].  

There are many photosensitive polymers available for rapid direct PIC definition 
with conventional photolithography techniques followed by development. 
Considering fast film deposition via spin-coating, the whole optical circuit fabrication 
cycle can take only 30 minutes. Also, mechanical properties of polymers allow 
utilizing unconventional patterning techniques such as nanoimprint lithography and 
injection molding [40]. These rapid PIC formation techniques are a good alternative 
to plasma etching pattern transfer in case if light-insensitive optical polymers are used 
(polyimides and polycarbonates, for example). Another valuable property is a high 
thermo-optical coefficient of most polymers. It is typically about one order of 
magnitude higher than one of silica. This property is broadly exploited in various 
polymer thermo-optically tunable devices: switches, add-drop filters, DBRs, etc [15]. 

As it was mentioned in the previous section, polymeric materials have notable 
molecule vibrational absorption of NIR light, particularly in telecommunication 
window. Electronic absorptions occur in UV and DUV region and do not significantly 
contribute to absorption loss at optical communication wavelengths. Vibrational 
absorptions arise from high spring constants of C-H bonds. Oscillatory strength of 
these bonds is decreased by substituting low mass H atom with higher mass atoms 
like F or Cl. This approach resulted in a broad variety of low attenuation fluorinated 
polymers suitable for optical signal transmission in plastic optical fibers (POFs) and 
polymer PICs [41, 42]. However, one must consider that fluorination leads to 
refractive index decrease. Another issue with optical polymers is a thermal stability. In 
a presence of oxygen, most polymers experience chemical composition change at 
elevated temperatures, which leads to increased absorption of visible and NIR light. 
This effect is called yellowing and occurs mainly due to hydride reactions [41]. 
Currently, yellowing is minimized in highly fluorinated polymers where unstable H 
atoms are substituted with stronger C-F bonds. Even more, increased hydrophobicity 
of fluorinated polymers prevents water absorption, making performance of such 
optical polymers nearly insensitive to humidity. 
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For optical waveguide preparation we used two commercially available polymers: 
PMMA and SU-8 [43, 44]. Table 2.1 describes their basic properties. 

Table 2.1 Properties of PMMA and SU-8 

Material Refractive index Tg (°C) Absorption loss 
(dB/cm) 

Patterning 
techniques 

PMMA 
(acrylic 
plastic) 

1.482 @ 1310 nm 
1.480 @ 1550 nm 

95 - 106 0.5 @ 1310 nm 
1  @ 1550 nm 

DUV, e-beam,
RIE, NIL 

SU-8 (epoxy 
resin) 

1.580 @ 1310 nm 
1.575 @ 1550 nm 

> 300 0.45 @ 1310 
1.1 @ 1550 

UV, e-beam, RIE, 
NIL 

PMMA is a positive tone photoresist with thermoplastic properties. In other words, it 
melts at elevated temperatures. The higher the molecular weight, the higher is the 
glass transition temperature, at which polymer viscosity starts to decrease. Typically, 
PMMA with a molecular weight of 950000 is used. 

SU-8 is an epoxy resin negative photoresist developed by IBM. In contrast to 
PMMA, SU-8 is sensitive to UV light and can be patterned with low-cost lithography 
tools like contact lithography. SU-8 is a thermoset polymer; it doesn’t melt when it is 
fully crosslinked. Therefore, it is well-suited for applications where resistance to high 
temperature is needed. 

Another polymer used in this work is off-stoichiometry-thiol-ene (OSTE) polymer 
[45]. It was used to prepare bulk hybrid Si NC/OSTE material. This polymer is 
synthesized by crosslinking thiol and allyl monomers. Refractive index, mechanical 
properties and hydrophobicity of this polymer are broadly tuned by varying ratio of 
precursor monomers. Also, it is rapidly polymerized with low shrinkage in a presence 
of a photoinitiator and UV light. 

2.3 Luminescent Si nanocrystals 

Silicon is the most studied semiconductor material in microelectronic industry 
[46]. Comparing with bulk Si, nanostructured Si possess clearly different 
semiconductor properties. It was first documented by Canham in his work on visible 
photoluminescence from porous Si [22]. While bulk Si has indirect bandgap with 1.12 
eV energy, Si NCs have increased bandgap and quasi-direct transitions (Figure 2.4) 
[47]. When a semiconductor absorbs the energy higher than bandgap, an electron 
from the valence band is excited to the conduction band. In direct bandgap materials, 
like GaAs, the lowest energy state of conduction band has the same k-space 
momentum with the highest energy state of valence band, so, the excited electron 
directly recombines with the hole producing a photon. In indirect bandgap materials, 
like bulk Si, minimum and maximum energy states have different momenta, so, a 
phonon is needed to perform a radiative recombination, which lowers a photon 
emission probability. 
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Figure 2.4 Band diagrams of a bulk Si and Si nanocrystal: carrier wave functions broaden and 
overlap. 

In Si nanocrystals, a quantum confinement effect broadens carrier wave functions and 
increases the bandgap. This overlap allows more efficient radiative recombinations 
under UV-blue excitation. Increased bandgap results in higher energy 
photoluminescence ranging from NIR to blue, depending on a size of Si NC [48]. 
Quantum confinement effect emerges when at least one of the structure dimensions is 
close to Bohr radius of exciton (Coulomb force bound electron-hole pair): 

𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 =  𝜀𝜀ħ
2

µ𝑒𝑒2
=  𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀0

µ
  (2.12) 

where ħ is the Dirac constant, μ is a reduced mass, e is an electron charge and m0 is a 
free electron rest mass. For Si Bohr radius of exciton is ~5 nm [49]. A comparison 
between energy bands of bulk material and spatially confined nanostructures is shown 
in Figure 2.5a. In the case with QDs, which are confined in three dimensions, carrier 
density of states turns into discrete atomic-like levels [50]. 

Figure 2.5 Density of states evolution upon transition from bulk material to a quantum well, 
confined in 1 dimension; to a quantum wire, confined in 2 dimensions; a quantum dot, 
confined in 3 dimensions (a); a TEM image of free-standing Si NCs (b). 

a b 
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 QD carrier energy states can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation in a 
spherically symmetric potential using a particle in a box model: 

𝑬𝑬𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑬𝑬𝑔𝑔+ 
ħ2

2𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠2
 𝜒𝜒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2

  (2.13) 

where a is a nanocrystal radius, χnl is the Bessel function, n is a principal quantum 
number, l is an orbital quantum number. From 2.13 it is clear that smaller QD radius 
leads to a stronger confinement, hence, the optical transition energy increases [51]. 
The quantum confinement effect also enhances oscillator strength in Si NCs, this 
provides a high 3rd order nonlinearity at least one order of magnitude higher than one 
of a bulk [52]. 

Figure 2.6 Stokes shift of direct bandgap QDs (a) vs one of Si QDs (b). 

Another remarkable property of Si NCs is a large Stokes shift that comes from 
indirect bandgap structure of a bulk Si [53]. In comparison to direct bandgap 
materials, where absorption spectrum significantly overlaps luminescence spectrum, 
in Si NCs absorption states are distant from emission levels (Figure 2.6). Large Stokes 
shift prevents re-absorption of emitted photons by other NCs, which is a purely 
negative effect for photonic devices. 

In this work, we assess quantum efficiency and photoluminescence lifetimes of 
prepared Si NC/polymer composites. We also characterize a stability of these 
parameters over time. 

2.4 Numerical simulation tools 

Theoretical investigations were conducted to achieve a desired device 
performance. Electromagnetic problem solvers were used to design PIC elements. 
Modern computational resources allow solving Maxwell’s equations for complicated 
3D photonic structures, where simple analytical approach does not provide a precise 
solution. Depending on a task, two frequently used methods were utilized: finite-

a b 
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difference time domain (FDTD, OptiFDTD [54]) and finite element method (FEM, 
COMSOL Multiphysics [55]). 

2.4.1 Finite element method 

Normally, physical models are simplified into boundary value problems described 
by nonlinear partial differential equations, such as Maxwell’s equations for 
electromagnetic problems, thermodynamics laws for heat transport, structural 
mechanics for stress evaluation, etc. This makes FEM a powerful tool for solving 
complicated practical problems with different physics involved [56]. For example, 
studies on electro-optical and thermo-optical devices, opto-mechanical system design. 
In this work, FEM is mostly used to solve optical modes. Practically, electromagnetic 
field distribution in optical waveguides plays a key role in an operation of photonic 
components such as directional couplers, waveguide bends, microring resonators, 
multimode interference devices (MMI), etc. 

In 2D problems, the computational domain is divided into smaller triangular shape 
subdomains called finite elements. This approach has several advantages: an accurate 
discretization of complex geometry, simple representation of a global solution, 
detection of local effects (on a boundary between different materials, for example). 
Each subdomain is represented by a set of simple equations being a local 
approximation of complex partial differential equations. In each finite element, a local 
residual function is constructed to determine a solution convergence. All local 
functions are then assembled into global residual functions. Next, a solution can be 
numerically obtained by combining global residual functions with boundary 
conditions and initial values. 

The simplified mathematical formalism behind a derivation of optical mode 
eigenvalue is described in chapter 2.1. Figure 2.7 demonstrates a graphical 
representation of calculated optical mode in an inverse rib waveguide.  

Figure 2.7 Inverse rib waveguide computational domain, meshed into subdomains (a) and 
computed electric field distribution at λ = 1550 nm (b), single mode light propagation 
confirmed. 

a b 
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2.4.2 Finite-difference time-domain method 

FDTD method is used to solve Maxwell equations in time domain. The main idea 
is to divide the partial differential equations into spatial and time derivatives. The 
spatial equations are solved for a particular time node, then the next node is solved 
considering results from the previous time interval. Very accurate solutions can be 
obtained if enough simulation time is allocated together with high resolution in time 
and space. Also, being a time-domain method, FDTD solves problems for a range of 
wavelengths at a time, making it especially suitable for modeling PIC elements for 
WDM systems [57]. In this work, FDTD is used to simulate light propagation in 
photonic devices, such as a microring resonator (Figure 2.8) [58]. 

From this model, a free spectral range (FSR) between resonant wavelengths can be 
studied and a cavity quality factor (Q factor) can be estimated. Knowing the desired 
FSR, the resonator geometry is obtained through calculated waveguide group index: 

𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔 =  𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −  𝜆𝜆 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆

  (2.14) 

used in the following equation: 

𝛥𝛥𝜆𝜆𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹 =  𝜆𝜆
2

𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝐿𝐿
 (2.15) 

where L is a microring length. Therefore, particular filtering properties can be 
achieved for further investigations. In a real device, the Q factor mainly comes from 
radiative, absorption and scattering losses in a cavity, FDTD can precisely calculate 
the first two. Absorption Q factor is obtained with: 

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 =  𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔
2𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑔𝑔

  (2.16) 

where neff imag  is an extinction coefficient of a particular mode. A total Q factor, which 
is a sum of before mentioned loss sources, can be extracted through the following 
relation: 

𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 =  𝜆𝜆0
𝛥𝛥𝜆𝜆

  (2.17) 

where λ0 is a resonant wavelength and Δλ is a full width of half maximum (FWHM) 
of a resonant peak. 

 
Figure 2.8 Simulated whispering gallery modes of a microring resonator (a) and it’s 

transmission spectrum (b). 

a b 
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Chapter 3 

3 Fabrication and Characterization methods 

In this chapter, we introduce fabrication and characterization methods for both 
polymer PICs and polymer/Si NC materials. First, overview on integrated component 
and polymer material fabrication process is given. Physical principles of polymer thin 
film preparation, metal film deposition, lithography, wet and dry etching are 
described. Chemical synthesis of active polymers is briefly introduced. Then material 
and device characterization methods together with some experimental results are 
discussed. 

3.1 Fabrication techniques 
Fabrication procedures of polymer PICs are much simpler than modern CMOS 

chip processing. In principle, a lithography tool and a wet chemistry hood is enough 
to produce low complexity polymer PICs. Diagram below shows a simplified 
development flow from a bare substrate to a ready chip. 

Figure 3.1 Polymer PIC development diagram 

In research single chip fabrication is used, but this PIC development algorithm can 
be scaled up to 12 inch wafers for mass fabrication. First, core polymer layer is 
deposited via spin coating. Depending on PIC application, it can be a passive polymer 
or an active one; in this work active polymers were prepared by an addition of Si 
nanocrystals. Then a layout, derived from simulation results, is patterned on a core 
polymer by lithography (optical 405 nm contact lithography or electron beam 
lithography). After wet development PIC structures appear on a chip, this fabrication 
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method is called direct writing. In case if a core polymer cannot be patterned by direct 
writing, an imaging photoresist is spin coated on top of core polymer, exposed and 
developed, and then pattern is transferred to core by dry etching in plasma. Finally, 
chips are inspected with optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM), cleaved 
and sent to photonic probe station for optical characterization. 

Fabrication of polymer components described in this Thesis was carried out in 
ELECTRUM cleanroom (Kista, Sweden) and in AlbaNova Nanofabrication facility 
(Stockholm, Sweden). 

3.1.1 Polymer thin film preparation 

Compared to SOI, Si3N4 and III-V platforms, polymer PICs are inexpensive thanks 
to extremely simple polymer thin film deposition technique called spin coating. It is 
an inherent process in semiconductor industry since photolithography was introduced 
in 1960s. The equipment ranges from low cost spinner with manual polymer solution 
feed to fully automatized station capable of processing tens of 12 inch wafers per 
hour. The coating mechanism is straightforward: after photoresist is dispensed on a 
center of a chip/wafer, a holder rotates with certain acceleration, speed and time 
regimes, providing centrifugal force which spreads a coating material into a uniform 
thin film. By adjusting spinning regime and choosing a polymer solution with definite 
viscosity, it is possible to deposit highly uniform films with thicknesses ranging from 
tens of nanometers to hundreds of microns. Figure 3.2 demonstrates typical spin 
coating curves for commercial Microchem PMMA photoresists [59]. 

Figure 3.2 Coating thickness depending on spin speed for different viscosity resists. 

If needed film thickness is out of available polymer solution viscosity, it is 
possible to dilute a solution to achieve smaller thickness or to perform multiple 
coatings to obtain thicker films. After polymer is spin coated, a substrate is soft 
baked on a levelled hotplate or in an oven. This is done to evaporate a 
solvent leaving solid thin 
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film. In some cases, solventless monomer solutions are used, then the film is 
solidified by baking together with UV curing until a polymer is cross-linked. 
In this work, commercial photoresists Microchem PMMA A4 and A8, Microchem 
SU-8 2000.5 were used as passive waveguide core materials. For active components, 
PMMA powder from Sigma Aldrich was dissolved in toluene and mixed with Si NC-
toluene colloid. After spin coating and soft bake, resulting solid thin films doped with 
Si NCs exhibited high optical quality. 

3.1.2 Electron beam lithography 

After polymer device layer is deposited by spin coating, a PIC layout is patterned 
with lithographic techniques. There is a broad variety of lithography methods, such as 
conventional optical lithography (436 nm g-line, 405 nm h-line, 365 nm i-line of 
mercury arc lamp), deep UV photolithography (248 nm KrF laser, 193 nm ArF laser), 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL) with quartz master, electron beam lithography (EBL), 
colloidal lithography, etc. In our experiments we used EBL for PICs with feature size 
below 1 μm and for custom photolithography mask writing. For the rest, contact h-
line photolithography was used. 

EBL is a lithography technique with the highest resolution among other 
lithography tools [60]. The main limitation of optical lithography, a diffraction limit, 
is beaten by using highly accelerated electrons. Their de Broglie wavelength is 
dramatically shorter than even 13.5 nm of extreme UV lithography. For example, at 
25kV acceleration voltage electron de Broglie wavelength is around 7.6 pm. For EBL, 
the main resolution limitation is a resist material reaction to electron exposure. 

EBL is based on the interaction of tightly focused scanning electron beam with 
resist material. Two types of reactions take place: molecule chain scission or cross-
linking. In the first case, exposed area is soluble in a developer, leaving unexposed 
resist after development process. Such resists are called positive tone resists. PMMA 
is the most widely used low cost EBL resist. For negative resists, exposed area 
becomes cross-linked and insoluble in a developer, leaving exposed structures after 
development. SU-8 is an example of chemically amplified negative resist. The 
difference between positive and negative tone resists is schematically shown in Figure 
3.3. After development and chip cleaving, directly-written microphotonic devices are 
ready for characterization. 

Figure 3.3 Exposure and development of positive and negative resists. 
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EBL system Raith 150 we used in Albanova Nanofab consists of the following main 
components: electron acceleration column, vacuum sample chamber with laser 
interferometer controlled precision moving stage, pattern generator computer and 
other electronic units. Figure 3.4 illustrates EBL system working principle. 

Electrons emitted from a tungsten filament tip are accelerated by column voltage 
(25 kV max for Raith 150); electron beam is shaped with several coil-type magnetic 
lenses. Then a beam passes through an aperture which defines a beam size and a 
convergence angle. Smaller aperture provides higher resolution and higher depth of 
field at a cost of lower current, hence, longer exposure time. Next, deflecting lenses 
perform beam scanning according to a signal from pattern generator. A deflection 
angle limits writing fields (WF) to a maximum of 1x1 mm2, so the whole pattern is 
divided into numerous WFs. After each field scan the stage moves to the next writing 
field.  

Figure 3.4 A scheme of the electron beam lithography system. 

Another issue with EBL is a backscattering of electrons from resist/substrate 
interface. This is especially noticeable when exposing thick resists (2-3 microns). 
Backscattering can overexpose densely patterned structures due to broadening of 
exposure profile close to substrate interface. This problem is solved by use of smaller 
apertures for higher depth of field, higher acceleration and numerous dose tests. The 
amount of backscattering is also dependent on substrate material, for example, in our 
experiments it was determined that much less scattering occurs on polymer/polymer 
interface, rather than silica/polymer one. 

3.1.3 Optical lithography 

Despite excellent resolution and maskless patterning, EBL is a research tool and 
cost wise is much less beneficial than standard UV contact lithography. We used Karl 
Suss MJB3 mask aligner (405 nm h-line) and a home-made UV LED (390 – 400 nm) 
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compact lithography tool (Figure 3.5a). As with EBL resists, photoresists divide into 
positive and negative tone. To expose a photoresist, a sample is brought to a tight 
contact with Cr mask with some help of vacuum or mechanical clamps. Then a 
sample is irradiated with homogeneous collimated UV light (Figure 3.5b). Contact 
lithography does not need any expensive projection optics like in steppers, but has a 
limited resolution (~1 μm) and a reduced operation time due to mechanical contact 
with samples [61]. For low index contrast polymer PIC fabrication this resolution is 
fairly enough. Even more, in this work we demonstrate a method to decrease some 
feature size slightly below 400 nm. SU-8 resist devices can be directly written, while 
PMMA is not sensitive to ~400 nm light. So, it was patterned by first exposing UV-
sensitive photoresist (Microposit S1818) on top of it and then dry etching PMMA 
layer. 

Figure 3.5 Home-made UV LED lithography tool (a) and contact lithography exposure 
scheme (b). 

3.1.4 Metal film deposition 

In our fabrication and characterization procedures, we used electron beam 
evaporation (EBE) technique to deposit metal films. We coated glass slides with 
chromium layer to fabricate custom photolithography masks and evaporated gold on 
polymer samples to provide a good conductivity for scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) imaging. EBE is a physical vacuum deposition method based on heating and 
subsequent evaporation of a material to deposit [62]. Figure 3.6 shows a simple 
drawing of Eurovac EBE system used in AlbaNova Nanofabrication facility. 

Electron gun, consisting of a heated filament, emits thermal electrons which are 
deflected and focused on a crucible with a magnet. Electron bombardment heats a 
material in a crucible to fume formation temperatures. Gold is first melted and then 
evaporated with increasing electron gun current; chromium is evaporated directly 
from solid state, this phenomenon is called sublimation. Evaporated atoms fly towards 
a sample and condense there due to thermal energy loss in a contact with a room 

a b 
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temperature substrate. Very low pressure (around 10-7 mbar) should be kept to obtain 
high purity uniform films. A deposition rate is dynamically monitored by quartz 
crystal sensor. Typical deposition rates for Au and Cr are 1-2 Å/s. It is worth noting 
that some procedures with photoresists are not compatible with EBE due to x-rays 
which emerge when energetic electrons bombard a material in a crucible. These x-
rays easily expose photoresists. 

Figure 3.6 Electron beam evaporation vacuum chamber scheme 

3.1.5 Reactive ion etching 

In our fabrication we also used reactive ion etching (RIE) to pattern PMMA, SiO2 
and Cr. By optimizing recipes, it is possible to achieve high etch anisotropy, hence, 
vertical sidewalls of patterned devices. We used Oxford Plasmalab 100 machine at 
AlbaNova Nanofab, Figure 3.7 illustrates a chamber sketch and a work principle [63]. 

Figure 3.7 RIE chamber scheme (a) and sample etching principle (b). 

The system consists of the following main parts: a vacuum chamber with precise 
gas flow control, capacitive electrodes with RF generator to ignite and sustain plasma, 
a sample holder with temperature control unit, and others. A RIE mechanism is 
divided into 2 components: chemical etching and physical sputtering. Let´s take SiO2 
etching as an example [64]. CHF3 gas is added to a chamber to generate plasma with 

a b 
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CFx radicals between parallel plate electrodes. The higher RF power, the higher is a 
density of reactive radicals. Plasma ions are accelerated by electric field and bombard 
a sample surface. CFx radicals react with SiO2 producing gaseous SiF4, CO and CO2. 
Also, carbon-fluorine polymers are deposited in etch area. Other accelerated ions 
physically sputter these polymers from surface, however, polymers on sidewalls stay 
untouched and block chemical etching in horizontal direction. So, high anisotropy can 
be achieved. 

There are many parameters influencing etch performance: RF power, chamber 
pressure, gas flow and composition, temperature. Higher RF power means higher etch 
rate, but higher sidewall roughness is generated. Lower pressure lowers ion collision 
probability, thus, anisotropy is higher, but etch rate is lower. Addition of inert gases 
like Ar adds more physical sputtering. Table 4.1 shows recipes for low roughness, 
vertical sidewall etching of PMMA, SiO2 and Cr. 

Table 3.1 Optimized RIE recipes 

Materials PMMA SiO2 Cr 
O2 flow 10 sccm - 8 sccm 
CHF3 flow - 10 sccm - 
Cl2 flow - - 2 sccm 
RF power 100 W 150 W 20 W 
Pressure 10 mTorr 5 mTorr 20 mTorr 
Etch rate ~200 nm/min ~25 nm/min ~4 nm/min 

3.1.6 Wet etching 

Wet etching was performed to suspend microphotonic devices in air and to modify 
SiO2 cladding under devices. Compared to dry etch in plasma, wet etching is a clearly 
chemical process which needs only glassware and a heater. In case with SiO2, wet 
etching in buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) is an isotropic process (Figure 3.8). 

Figure 3.8 Isotropic underetch of SiO2 cladding under optical waveguides. 

BHF is a 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF) diluted with 40% ammonium fluoride 
(NH4F) in 1:7 ratio. Comparing with undiluted HF, BHF is less reactive and does not 
peel off a photoresist, etch rate is about 100 nm/min at room temperature (~1500 
nm/min for 49% HF), so better control can be achieved [65]. 

In case of complete etch of SiO2 layer under photonic devices, specific drying need 
to be applied, otherwise capillary forces break waveguides. Then critical point drying 
technique is applied, it provides liquid to gas transition via critical point. There, 
densities of a liquid phase and gas phase are equal. At this condition, capillary forces 
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are negligible and devices are dried safely. Liquid CO2 is a mostly used drying agent 
due to its low critical point temperature (304.25 K at 7.39 MPa) [66]. 

3.1.7 Polymer/Si nanocrystal hybrid material preparation 

Hybrid polymer/Si NC materials for active components were prepared by well-
known polymerization reactions with addition of photoluminescent Si NCs colloid. As 
host matrices, poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) and off-stoichiometry thiol-ene 
(OSTE) polymer were used [45, 67]. PMMA is synthesized from mono(methyl-
methacrylate) (MMA) monomers; OSTE is synthesized from thiol monomers and 
allyl monomers, which exhibit so called click-chemistry reaction. In order to start 
polymerization reaction, initiator is added and activated thermally or optically (UV-
curing). Both polymers exhibit high transparency in visible and near-IR and high 
stability. Figure 3.9 shows active polymer synthesis scheme. 

Figure 3.9 Polymer/Si NC hybrid preparation: from liquid to solid. 

Synthesis does not require vacuum equipment and other expensive tools. Monomer 
solution is poured into reaction vial, polymerization reaction initiator is added 
(Azobisisobutyronitrile for PMMA and Irgacure 184 for OSTE), Si NCs dispersed in 
toluene are added and the mixture is properly stirred until all components are 
homogeneously distributed. We used Si NCs with alkyl and hydride surface 
passivation chemistry in our experiments. Next, thermal or UV light treatment 
triggers active radical formation from initiators. The role of active radicals is to drive 
polymerization reaction in parallel with a passivation of missing bonds on Si NCs, 
making them optically active and, thus, increasing quantum efficiency. As a result, 
transparent polymer material with light emitting Si NCs is synthesized. With this 
approach, several cm3 of active material are fabricated per batch. Characterization 
includes an assessment of absolute photoluminescence quantum yield (QY) and free 
carrier lifetimes over time, to ensure prepared hybrids are optically stable. 

3.2 Characterization methods 

This part briefly explains material and device characterization techniques. Material 
characterization covers optical properties of photoluminescent polymer/Si NC 
hybrids. The quality of device fabrication processes is evaluated with a microscope 
inspection. Then waveguide performance is assessed with transmission experiments.  
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3.2.1 Material characterization 

To investigate quantum efficiency and carrier dynamics of Si NCs in polymers, 
two measurement setups were used.  

(1) In the first setup employing integrating sphere (Figure 3.10) absolute QY and
photoluminescence (PL) spectra were obtained. Absolute QY is a ratio of absorbed 
and emitted photons, it describes light conversion efficiency of a material under study. 

Figure 3.10 QY measurement setup with integrating sphere. 

Light from a laser driven white light source (Energetiq EQ-99) is directed to a 
monochromator (SP2150i, Princeton Instruments) which selects a narrow (~5 nm) 
band for a sample excitation. Monochrome light is then coupled to an optical fiber 
with core diameter of 1 mm and guided to an integration sphere (Labsphere) with a 
sample inside. In the integration sphere, excitation light is spatially uniformly 
distributed due to diffusive scattering, providing uniform excitation of a sample 
excluding any directionality effects [68]. PL and excitation signals are then entering a 
fiber-coupled output port which is connected to a spectrometer with a 
thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (PIXIS 100B, Princeton Instruments). 
Absorbed and emitted power is measured and recalculated to a photon number 
considering excitation and emission spectra photon energy. Then absorbed/emitted 
photon ratio, the QY, is calculated. Spectra are corrected with sensitivity curves 
obtained by recording CCD response to the same white light source. Reference 
samples with the same matrix but without Si NCs were measured; their spectra were 
subtracted from polymer/Si NC spectra to separate Si NC signal from matrix 
response. 

(2) PL lifetimes were studied with another setup schematically shown in Figure
3.11. 405 nm laser diode (Omicron PhoxX) in pulsed mode is used as a pump source, 
it excites a sample under ~20° incidence. This configuration, called dark field, has a 
smaller amount of excitation light scattered into microscope objective, comparing to 
bright field where both excitation and collection have the same optical path. A notch 
filter after laser provides monochromatic excitation. PL signal is collected with 
objectives (Zeiss, 10x 0.25 NA, 100x 0.7 NA) and sent to an avalanche photodiode 
(APD) or to a spectrograph (Andor-Shamrock 500i) with thermoelectrically cooled 
electron-multiplying CCD camera (Andor-iXon3-888). 
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Figure 3.11 Micro-PL setup for spectrum and carrier lifetime measurements (1 and 2 are 
concave mirrors). 

So, this setup also allows for PL imaging and spectrum measurements by using a 
mirror or a dispersive grating, respectively. 

The PL lifetime is a time period when excited carriers recombine through radiative 
and non-radiative transitions to 1/e times initial excited carrier amount after 
excitation is stopped [69]. Considering approximate Si NC PL lifetimes are in the tens 
of μs range, which comes from indirect band gap nature of bulk Si, pump source pulse 
width and a period are adjusted to catch PL build-up to a steady-state and decay after 
excitation pulse is turned off. Typical time-dependent PL signal is shown in Figure 
3.12.  

Figure 3.12 Build-up of PL signal and decay after pump is switched off. 

In our samples, ensembles of different size Si NCs were studied, so the decay 
curve represents a set of individual decays with high dispersion (5 – 45 μs reported, 
smaller NCs recombine faster). This curve can be described with a stretched 
exponential function: 

I(t) = I(0)*exp(-(t/τ)β)  (3.1) 
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where β is a dispersion factor, which is typically around 0.8 – 0.9 for samples with 
internal QY near unity (either “dark” or “bright” Si NCs) [70]. Also, spectrally-
resolved PL decay time measurements can be done by filtering PL and detecting only 
narrow spectrum part. In other words, measuring decay time of same size Si NCs. 
With absence of blinking NCs, numerically corrected spectrally-resolved ensemble 
lifetime measurements show mono-exponential decay curves, similar to single dot PL 
decay. 

3.2.2 Device characterization 

(1) To analyze sample surface topography, optical microscope and stylus
profilometer are frequently used. Optical microscopy allows for brief assessment of 
fabricated PICs; single waveguide width of 2-3 microns makes it easily resolved with 
optical methods. Stylus profilometer (KLA-Tencor P-15) is a fast and easy-to-operate 
alternative to atomic force microscopy (AFM) where feature size exceeds ~1.5 μm. 
This limitation is primarily due to stylus tip size. Profilometer allows precise height 
and surface roughness measurements. 

Another technique for more detailed topography analysis is a scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM, Fei Nova 200). It is similar to EBL; SEM imaging is based on a 
detection of scattered electrons when accelerated electron beam scans a sample 
surface. Detection of secondary electrons emitted as a result of inelastic scattering 
brings topography information, while back-scattered electrons from elastic scattering 
are used for sample composition analysis. In our experiments, polymer chips were 
coated with thin gold layer and grounded to avoid charging effects. 

(2) For the measurements of integrated component waveguiding properties butt-
coupling photonic probe station was assembled (Figure 3.13). It consists of a sample 
holder on XYZ micro positioning stage, lensed or tapered fibers fixed on XYZ micro 
positioning stages to couple/collect light from components, alignment microscope, 
sample illumination, tunable diode laser (Agilent 8164A) with polarization controller, 
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Agilent 86082A). Depending on experiment design, 
other tools were also used. Butt-coupling method allows broadband and polarization 
insensitive operation, however, is quite sensitive to misalignment. We used lensed 
fibers with focal spot diameter of 2±0.5 μm and focal distance of 5±1 μm from 
Nanonics [71]. Tapered fibers with tip diameters of ~500 nm were fabricated by 
immersing well-cleaved fiber tips in hydrofluoric acid. As a part of photonic probe 
station, fibers are fixed and carefully positioned with XYZ micrometer stages to 
obtain the lowest possible coupling losses (Figure 3.13). To control a polarization of 
light entering waveguides, light from fixed coupling fiber was sent to free space 
polarimeter (PAX IR-3, Thorlabs) and adjusted to TE or TM polarization with 
Babinet-Soleil compensator-based polarization controller. 
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Figure 3.13 Experimental photonic probe station (a) and a closer view of a sample holder 
with incoupling and outcoupling fibers (b). 

Before launching IR light, all alignment operations are done with visible 632 nm 
fiber-coupled laser to simplify the process. The following component parameters were 
measured with a discussed setup: insertion losses, waveguide propagation losses, 
polarization dependent losses (PDL), waveguide bend losses, wavelength-dependent 
transmission. Also, high speed modulated signal was transmitted to evaluate 
waveguide performance as an optical interconnect. Figure 3.14 illustrates a typical 
experiment performed with photonic probe station. 

Figure 3.14 Characterization of microring resonator: experimental setup scheme (a), SEM 
image of microring under test (b) and its transmission spectrum (c). 

a b 
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Chapter 4 

4 Passive integrated polymer components 

In this chapter passive polymer waveguide-based microphotonic devices are 
presented. We focus on waveguides as they are a major group of optical devices in 
PICs; also, components like microring resonators, splitters/couplers, interferometers 
and others are based on waveguides. So, enhancement of waveguide performance 
leads to efficiency increase of almost every component in a PIC. This chapter is 
structured as follows. Section 4.1 demonstrates air-suspended SU-8 epoxy 
waveguides with a strong light confinement and low bending radii (Paper A). Section 
4.2 shows thermally reflown circular core profile PMMA waveguides with low 
birefringence and propagation losses; microring resonators based on these waveguides 
are also evaluated  (Paper B). 

4.1 Air-suspended SU-8 waveguides 

The major drawback of low refractive index systems is a poor light confinement 
which leads to a large device footprint [72]. This is especially notable with polymer 
waveguide bends where >100 μm radii are needed to prevent radiation losses and 
leakage to a substrate [73]. This limitation affects integration density and PIC design 
freedom which is a challenge even with low bending radii like in SOI platform. We 
propose stronger and more uniform light confinement by removing oxide cladding 
underneath polymer waveguides. In this way, we obtain kind of a channel waveguide 
surrounded by air cladding with a refractive index contrast reaching 57.5% (nSU-

8=1.575 vs nair=1 at λ=1550 nm). To compare, it is only 0.4% for standard single 
mode optical fiber designed for 1550 nm wavelength. Obtained 57.5% contrast allows 
a development of more miniature polymer waveguides with small bending radii. SU-8 
polymer was chosen because of its high refractive index, good mechanical properties 
and chemical inertness against acids used in fabrication [74]. Similar approach has 
already been implemented with SiO2, Si, InP and polymer waveguides, however, 
supporting side anchors did not allow sufficiently dense integration [75]. We designed 
free-standing strip waveguides with small supporting nanopillars underneath (Figure 
4.1a, b). These nanopillars are not affecting waveguide lateral dimensions and are 
small enough to prevent substrate leakage. It was determined experimentally that 
waveguides are mechanically stable if a distance between pillars is less than 50 μm.  
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Figure 4.1 Schematic view of a suspended waveguide (a) and profile dimensions (b); field 
distribution in suspended (c, d) and non-suspended waveguides (e, f); simulations of 15 μm 
radius bend loss in suspended (g) and non-suspended waveguide (h).  

Proposed waveguides were theoretically studied with FEM using COMSOL 
Multiphysics software. 2D simulations were employed for mode analysis considering 
that single mode behavior is highly important for correct component operation. 
Different core profiles were investigated from square to horizontal rectangular; we 
decided to fabricate a rectangular one to demonstrate a dramatic enhancement of light 
confinement in vertical direction, especially for TM mode (Figure 4.1c, d, e, f). As 
substrates, we had Si wafers with 1 μm of thermally grown SiO2 layer. In case with 
waveguides sitting on SiO2 cladding simulations show large substrate leakage, 
however, sweeping cladding thickness up to 20 μm revealed nearly the same result. 
This points on a waveguide profile as a main reason of light leakage. As estimated, 
removal of SiO2 cladding results in much better light confinement and proper 
isolation from a substrate. 3D simulations were run to study bending radii dependent 
losses (Figure 4.1g, h). As expected, suspended waveguides greatly outperform non-
suspended ones; already at 15 μm radius suspended waveguides possess ~0.15 dB loss 
per 90° bend, while non-suspended waveguides lose ~6 dB of optical power making 
such bending impractical for applications. 

The fabrication route included 2 lithography steps, 1 plasma etch and 1 wet etch 
with critical point drying (Figure 4.2a). In short, supporting nanopillar pattern is first 
created with EBL in 1 μm thick PMMA resist mask spin coated on oxidized Si 
substrate. It is worth noting that instead of EBL less expensive lithography tools like 
conventional mercury lamp steppers are capable of fabricating proposed waveguides 
making them more cost-effective. Then nanopillar pattern was transferred to SiO2 
layer by dry etching it in CHF3 plasma. Created holes in SiO2 act as templates for 
nanopillars. Next, SU-8 core layer is spin coated in 2 rounds (500 nm each), this 
provides a proper hole filling and planarization. The second lithography step and 
following development defines ridge waveguides. After this, SiO2 cladding is wet 
etched in BHF, which does not attack SU-8. When etch is completed, specific drying 
condition is needed to prevent from waveguide collapsing due to capillary forces. 
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Figure 4.2 Suspended waveguide fabrication route (a) and its top view SEM image (b). Inset 
shows bridge-like side view of a waveguide. 

To avoid this, the sample is immersed in isopropanol and sent to a critical point drying 
machine, where isopropanol is substituted with liquid CO2. Under specific 
temperature and pressure conditions, liquid CO2 undergoes a critical state where 
capillary forces are negligible and waveguide release is safe. Figure 4.2b represents a 
SEM image of a fabricated waveguide. After cleaving with precision diamond scriber 
samples were sent to a photonic probe station for characterization. 

Straight waveguide characterization. Straight waveguides of different lengths (1, 
3, 5 mm) were prepared to measure propagation losses and PDL with a cut-back 
method. Obtained results were compared with analogous measurements of non-
suspended waveguides. TE and TM polarized 1550 nm light from a fiber-coupled 
diode laser was launched into devices and collected with a butt-coupling approach. 
Collected signal was sent to OSA. PDL were calculated by taking the difference 
between TE and TM mode propagation losses. Table 4.1 summarizes measurement 
results. 

Table 4.1 Propagation losses and PDL at 1550 nm 

TE, dB/cm TM, dB/cm PDL |TE-TM|, dB/cm 
Suspended 
waveguides 

2.21±0.15 2.74±0.16 0.53 

Non-suspended 
waveguides 

6.52±0.14 11.41±0.15 4.89 

As estimated from simulations, dramatic loss decrease is observed for suspended 
waveguides, especially for TM mode. Polarization sensitivity is decreased from 4.89 
dB/cm to 0.53 dB/cm; this value could be further improved by fabricating waveguides 
with square core profile. Supporting nanopillars are also expected to generate some 
amount of scattering losses. However, obtained minimal propagation losses of 2.21 
dB/cm are still far from applications. But there is a space for improvement up to 0.1 – 
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0.5 dB/cm loss range typical for rib and channel waveguides while maintaining high 
integration density of strip waveguides. Possible ways to reach lower propagation 
losses are to use polymers with less absorption at communication wavelengths and 
better mechanical properties for a smaller amount of supporting nanopillars; to reduce 
imperfection concentration by using better fabrication conditions. 

Waveguide bending characterization. Waveguides with 90° bending radii 
ranging from 3 to 20 μm were fabricated and evaluated. As with straight waveguides, 
non-suspended analogs were also characterized for comparison. Waveguides were 
designed to have a fixed length. Bending losses were obtained by extracting coupling 
and propagation losses from total measured loss. Figure 4.3 demonstrates measured 
and simulated radii dependent bending losses. 

Figure 4.3 Bending losses for TE mode (a) and TM mode (b). 

At 15 μm radius bending losses are around 0.15 dB per bend for suspended 
waveguides, while non-suspended bending with the same radius shows ~6.2 dB which 
is too lossy for efficient operation. Thus, removal of SiO2 clad notably decreased low-
loss bending radii from more than 100 μm to only 15 μm. Further loss decrease could 
be achieved by an introduction of an offset between straight waveguide and its curved 
part to minimize mode transition loss [76]. Together with this, similar range of 
bending radii as in Si platform is achievable. We also propose more reliable and less 
expensive approach based on SiO2 removal under bending region only (Figure 4.4).  

Figure 4.4 Schematic image of a waveguide with bending region being suspended. 

a b 
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4.2 Cylindrical polymer waveguide devices 

In comparison with cross-linked SU-8, optical polymers like PMMA exhibit relatively 
low glass transition temperatures. This feature allows engineering surfaces of 
microphotonic devices patterned in PMMA. Heating a sample slightly above core 
polymer Tg changes its viscosity and, consequently, surface roughness and 
microcracks are reflown due to surface energy change [77]. This is essential for PICs 
as lower roughness means lower propagation losses. By adjusting thermal treatment 
conditions, it is also possible to change geometry of fabricated devices. This part 
demonstrates enhanced optical properties of thermally treated PMMA waveguides and 
microring resonators. 

4.2.1 Reflown waveguides 

Similar to previous section, this work aimed to develop polymer optical 
waveguides with high index contrast, low PDL and propagation losses. In previous 
work, researchers reported higher effective refractive index in single mode pedestal-
standing polystyrene waveguides [78]. In our work, formation of rectangular core 
profile pedestal-standing PMMA waveguides combined with excessive thermal 
treatment resulted in circular core waveguides with enhanced light confinement, 
minimized scattering losses and nearly negligible polarization sensitivity. Similar 
approach was demonstrated with silica waveguides, however, fabrication is 
complicated due to high melting point of silica [79] 

Numerical 2D simulations of circular core profile waveguide were performed prior 
to fabrication to study electric field confinement and to ensure single mode light 
propagation (Figure 4.5a). 

Figure 4.5 FEM mode analysis simulation (a) and SEM image of fabricated cylindrical 
waveguides (b). 
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Waveguide diameter of 2.5 μm has shown to be a good compromise between single 
mode propagation and a tight light confinement. Simulated mode distribution is very 
similar to one in a single mode optical fiber, so polarization sensitivity of proposed 
waveguides is expected to be close to zero. Fabricated cylindrical waveguides have 
nearly perfect circular core profile (Figure 4.5b), so their performance is estimated to 
be close to simulation results. 

Figure 4.6 Cylindrical waveguide fabrication steps. 

Fabrication involved 1 photolithography step, 1 plasma etch, 1 wet etch and a 
thermal treatment (Figure 4.6). First, PMMA core polymer is spin coated and baked, 
resulting in 2.5 μm thick film on oxidized Si substrate. SiO2 cladding thickness is 10 
μm. As soon as PMMA is not sensitive to 405 nm light from mercury lamp, 1.8 μm 
imaging photoresist S1818 (Microposit Corp.) layer is spin coated on top. After 100 
mJ/cm2 exposure in mask aligner and development a sample was sent to O2 plasma 
etcher to transfer pattern to PMMA layer. After etch with ~200 nm/min rate is 
completed, imaging photoresist remains are flood exposed and wet etched away. Then 
resulting PMMA ridge waveguides are under etched in BHF to form pedestals with 
~300 nm width in the upper part. This minimizes waveguide contact area with SiO2 
cladding. Finally, the sample is heated on a hotplate. Careful adjustment of thermal 
treatment conditions results in a core profile change from rectangular to almost 
perfectly circular with minimal possible surface roughness. 

Characterization of prepared straight cylindrical waveguides included standard 
propagation loss measurements with cut-back method and PDL measurements [27]. 
Also, 10 cm long spiral shape waveguide was fabricated and tested as a part of high 
speed transmission link. For cut-back measurements and PDL 3, 7 and 10 mm 
waveguides were used. C-band light from a tunable diode laser source was butt-
coupled and collected with lensed optical fibers; OSA was used for signal detection. 
Results from cylindrical waveguides were compared to ones from rectangular 
waveguides to reveal thermal reflow influence on optical properties. Table 4.2 shows 
measurement results for 1550 nm. 
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Table 4.2 Propagation losses and PDL. 

TE, dB/cm TM, dB/cm PDL  |TE-TM|, dB/cm 
Cylindrical 
waveguides 

1.32±0.21 1.40±0.20 ~0.08 

Rectangular 
waveguides 

1.95±0.21 1.66±0.19 ~0.29 

From 1535 nm to 1575 nm propagation losses and PDL exhibited negligible 
variation showing flat broadband operation. As it is seen from Table 4.2, thermal 
reflow dramatically decreases propagation losses and PDL. Surface roughness 
induced scattering losses are nearly excluded leaving mostly PMMA intrinsic 
absorption losses. PDL decreased down to 0.08 dB/cm make reflown waveguides 
close to polarization insensitive operation which is highly desirable for waveguide-
based PIC building blocks like microring resonators, directional couplers, Mach-
Zehnder interferometers, etc. However, PMMA exhibits notable absorption at C-
band, so we propose demonstrated waveguide treatment method for advanced 
fluorinated polymers to achieve <0.1 dB/cm propagation losses. 

To analyze proposed waveguide performance as a high speed optical interconnect, 
a 28 Gbaud 64-QAM format modulated optical signal was transmitted through 10 cm 
long spiral-shape cylindrical waveguide (Figure 4.7a). In this experiment, a 
transmitter part consists of an external cavity laser and an optical in-phase quadrature 
(IQ) modulator biased by two synchronized 50 GSa/s arbitrary waveform generators 
(AWG). An erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is connected to the output of IQ 
modulator to amplify 28 Gbaud 64-QAM signal which is then fed to the cylindrical 
waveguide with a lensed fiber (Figure 4.7b). At the output end of the waveguide the 
signal is collected with another lensed fiber and sent to an optical signal-to-noise ratio 
(OSNR) adjusting module. This module consists of a variable optical attenuator and 
an automatic gain control EDFA; the module is used to sweep different OSNR levels 
for further OSNR-dependent bit error rate (BER) estimation. After OSNR adjusting 
module, the signal is sent to a pre-amplifier, band-pass filter and finally to a coherent 
receiver with narrow linewidth local oscillator laser and a digital storage oscilloscope 
(DSO, 80 GSa/s, 33 GHz). DSO converts the signal to a digital domain for offline 
demodulation. Figure 4.6c demonstrates measured BER as a function of OSNR for the 
tested waveguide and a reference back to back (B2B) transmission. For B2B reference 
we replaced the polymer waveguide with equivalent insertion loss optical attenuator. 
In both cases the 28 Gbaud 64-QAM signals achieve BER performance below the 
20% overhead soft decision-forward error correction (20% OH SD-FEC) threshold of 
2×10-2, yielding error-free post-FEC net bit rate of 140 Gbit/s at single wavelength 
and polarization (Figure 4.7c-e). With this performance, discussed waveguides can 
potentially be used in optical signal processing circuits for coherent optical 
communications. We also propose high performance in direct detection optical links. 
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Figure 4.7 High speed transmission experiment link scheme (a) and an optical microscopy 
image of the tested spiral-shape waveguide (b); BER vs OSNR (c) for 28 Gbaud 64-QAM 
signal for B2B (d) and the polymer waveguide (e). 

4.2.2 Microring resonators 

Microring resonators were fabricated and evaluated as an example of devices based 
on novel cylindrical polymer waveguides. Microring resonators are crucial PIC 
components used as add-drop filters, delay lines, modulators, etc [58]. Decreased 
propagation losses and PDL achieved with straight waveguides are promising 
prerequisites for efficient resonator filtering performance. Microrings and bus 
waveguides were fabricated with the procedure mentioned before (Figure 4.5c). 
Among many approaches utilizing e-beam lithography, DUV lithography and 
nanoimprint lithography (NIL), mercury lamp contact lithography is the most cost-
effective solution. However, its resolution limit of ~1 μm is a challenge if submicron 
control of a coupling gap between microring and bus waveguide is needed. This work 
demonstrates a change of feature size when thermal reflow reshapes a waveguide 
profile from rectangular to circular. Considering waveguide cross-section area is 
constant: 

hw = π�𝑑𝑑
2
�
2
 (4.1)

where h and w are rectangular core height and width, respectively, and d is a circular 
core diameter (Figure 4.8a). Particular initial dimensions lead to waveguide width 
expansion when reflown. In this case, rectangular waveguide with dimensions w = 2 
μm and h = 2.5 μm turned to circular waveguide with diameter d ~ 2.53 μm. So, 
before reflow a distance between waveguides was 900 nm, but after reflow it 
narrowed to ~370 nm due to waveguide width expansion (Figure 4.8b). Higher aspect 
ratio rectangular waveguides would result in even wider lateral expansion.  

a b 

c d e 
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Figure 4.8 Reflow-induced gap narrowing scheme (a) and SEM image of 250 μm radius 
microring resonator with coupling region magnified (b). 

Polymer waveguide treatment method described here allows using inexpensive 
conventional g-, h-, i-line contact lithography to fabricate sub 400 nm features like a 
coupling gap of microring resonators or directional couplers. 

Cylindrical waveguide and rectangular waveguide resonators were fabricated and 
characterized in a photonic probe station across C-band to analyze a thermal treatment 
effect. Figure 4.9a demonstrates transmission spectra of 250 μm radius microring 
resonator before and after reflow. Two major changes were observed: resonance depth 
increased from ~ -5 dB to ~ -14 dB indicating increased coupling efficiency as a 
consequence of coupling gap narrowing. The second change is a quality factor 
enhancement from 6.41×103 to 1.55×104 calculated from resonance peak full width at 
half maximum (FWHM); this is correlated with propagation loss decrease after 
surface roughness reflow. Polarization-dependent spectra of cylindrical waveguides 
were obtained by launching TE and TM modes (Figure 4.9b). Despite straight 
waveguides have shown nearly negligible PDL, there is a resonance peak shift 
between TE and TM spectra. The shift is approximately 10% from free spectral range 
(FSR) which is 1.2 nm for 500 μm diameter microring. Such polarization dependency 
could be crucial for some applications; we propose thermal tuning with a microheater 
as a possible way to compensate observed peak shift and notch depth. 

To summarize, proposed here post-processing thermal treatment notably enhances 
waveguide performance. Higher refractive index contrast and propagation loss 
decrease accompanied by nearly negligible PDL are highly desirable for efficient 
performance as a part of PICs. 

a b 
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Figure 4.9 Normalized TE mode transmission of a microring before and after reflow (a), TE 
and TM mode transmission of reflown resonator (b). 

a b 
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Chapter 5

5 Active hybrid polymer/Si nanocrystal devices and materials 

This chapter presents active polymer waveguide devices and materials. Active 
properties are introduced by doping polymers with Si nanocrystals which exhibit a 
wide range of interesting optical properties thanks to quantum confinement effect in 
0D materials. Potentially, Si NC dopings provide light emission, light amplification, 
sensitization of rare earth ions, light modulation, etc. Section 5.1 focuses on all-
optical modulation induced by free carrier absorption (FCA) in PMMA waveguides 
doped with Si NCs (Paper C). Sections 5.2 and 5.3 reveal detailed analysis of Si NC 
optical properties in different polymer matrices (Papers D and E). The research of 
hybrid polymer/Si NC nanocomposites brings novel materials with advanced 
functionality to the field of integrated photonics. 

5.1 Si NC doped PMMA strip waveguides 

Si NCs are getting more and more attention as an active material for integrated 
photonics. Numerous applications employing Si NCs on-chip were demonstrated: all-
optical FCA modulation in microring resonators [80], light emission from whispering 
gallery mode (WGM) cavities [81], four wave mixing (FWM) in Si NC doped 
waveguides [82], etc. Si NCs demonstrate χ3 nonlinearity order of magnitude higher 
than one of a bulk Si [52, 83]. However, reported devices are based on SiOx, Si3N4 
platforms employing complex plasma deposition equipment. To decrease fabrication 
costs, inexpensive Si NC chemical synthesis and easy-processable optical polymer 
platform is preferable. Potentially, polymer platform offers higher nonlinear 
performance as a cumulative effect of Si NCs and nonlinear polymer matrix. Optical 
polymers with nonlinear properties several orders of magnitude higher than ones of 
SiO2, Si3N4 and Si are commercially available [84]. 

In this work, all-optical FCA modulation in PMMA waveguides doped with Si NCs 
is investigated. Previous work shows notable signal quenching by free carriers in Si 
NCs generated by optical excitation [85]. FCA loss coefficient can be theoretically 
obtained from the following equation: 

αFCA = σFCA × Nexc = − 1
Γ𝐿𝐿

(𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤/𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝
) (5.1) 

where σFCA is a FCA cross-section, Nexc is an excited free carrier concentration, Γ is 
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an optical confinement factor, L is a waveguide length, Pprobe with pump and Pprobe w/o pump

are output powers with and without pump laser excitation, respectively. 
To prepare active waveguide material, PMMA powder with a molecular weight of 

950k was dissolved in toluene. Then, ~5 nm size dodecene-passivated Si NC toluene 
colloid was added and properly mixed. Resulting Si NC concentration is ~0.1% by 
mass of solid PMMA. To fabricate active waveguides, prepared Si NC/PMMA 
toluene solution was spin-coated on Si substrate with 10 μm thermally grown oxide, 
which serves as a cladding. After 140° C 2 min soft-bake on a hotplate the active 
polymer film with 2.5 μm thickness is ready. Next, waveguide pattern is defined with 
e-beam lithography at a dose of 210 μC/cm2. Based on numerical simulations,
waveguide dimensions were chosen to be 3 μm in width and 2.5 μm high. FEM mode
analysis ensures a single mode propagation of a probe signal and demonstrates a good
light confinement (~90% of total power). This provides a proper interaction of optical
mode and Si NCs. After development and chip cleavage waveguides are ready for
characterization. Figure 5.1 shows some parameters of prepared waveguides.

Figure 5.1 Si NC/PMMA waveguide PL decay curve, inset shows PL spectrum (a); optical 
microscopy image of fabricated waveguides under UV light excitation, inset shows FEM 
simulation of probe signal mode distribution (b). 

Both PL spectrum and lifetime did not change significantly after transition from 
colloid to solid PMMA matrix, indicating that encapsulation process did not affect 
optical stability of Si NCs. Pump and probe setup for time-resolved FCA modulation 
in integrated waveguides was developed (Figure 5.2). 1550 nm probe signal from 
fiber-coupled diode laser was launched into waveguides and collected with lensed 
fibers; active waveguides were vertically pumped from a free-space with 405 nm CW 
laser diode at different power levels, a pump intensity was modulated with a 
mechanical chopper. A focused pump spot was shaped into ~100 μm wide 5 mm long 
stripe. The output probe signal was sent to a fiber-coupled InGaAs photodetector and 
further analyzed in electrical domain using an oscilloscope. Cut-back measurements 
without pumping demonstrated passive propagation loss of ~1.8±0.2 dB/cm for 
TE mode. For FCA induced loss measurements 5 mm long waveguides were 
excited at 405 nm with powers ranging from 10 mW/cm2 to 100 mW/cm2. As 
expected, probe signal is quenched when Si NCs are excited. Generated 
electron-hole pairs absorb probe photons to push electrons to higher energy level in 
Si NC conduction band. 

a 

b 
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Figure 5.2 All-optical modulation experimental setup. 

As seen from Figure 5.3a, a modulation depth of 1.55 dB is achieved at maximum 
pumping power. Probe signal drop and recovery dynamics after excitation pulse are in 
a good agreement with previously done carrier lifetime measurements, indicating tens 
of μs relaxation times (Figure 5.3b). Signal drop takes ~75 μs and recovery is ~125 
μs, yielding few kHz modulation speed. This is the main bandwidth limitation in such 
devices, carriers cannot be extracted from a waveguide due to matrix dielectric 
behavior. One could try conductive waveguide matrices. Using experimentally 
obtained data, calculated αFCA is 1.6 cm-1 which is a promising result since only 0.1% 
by mass Si NC concentration was studied here. To compare, related works with Si 
NCs in inorganic matrices utilize 6-27% Si concentration [85, 86]. 

Demonstrated active waveguides are potential candidates for low-cost all-optical 
switching components where few kHz switching frequency is needed.  

Figure 5.3 Modulation depth as a function of pump power with a linear fit (a) and 4 kHz 
intensity modulation at 100 mW/cm2 power (b). 

a b 
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5.2 Si NCs in PMMA 

As soon as integrated polymer optical devices doped with Si NCs are promising 
candidates for a variety of applications, a proper analysis of hybrid polymer/Si NC 
materials is needed. Unlike Si NCs in SiO2 thin films, prepared by clearly physical 
methods, Si NCs processed by chemical methods allow inexpensive large quantity 
synthesis and widely tunable properties [87]. A key parameter that determines a 
performance of active semiconductor device is a quantum yield. In ideal device, all 
electron-hole pairs emit photons when recombine. Si NCs in SiO2 rarely exceed 20% 
QY, i.e. only 1 out of 5 excitons produce a photon [88]. Non-radiative recombinations 
occur due to defects in oxide which serve as electron traps [89]. Chemical synthesis 
methods provide organically-capped Si NC colloids with more efficient surface 
passivation. QYs of such ensembles are approaching 60% [90]. Clearly, it is favorable 
to transfer Si NCs with so attractive optical properties into solid transparent matrix. 
Optical polymers seem to be perfect candidates for such hybrid system thanks to low 
cost and well-studied synthesis routines. In this work, we encapsulated free-standing 
Si NCs prepared by chemical route into PMMA bulk matrix and evaluated optical 
properties of fabricated PMMA/Si NC hybrid materials. 

We fabricated bulk quantities of hybrid materials to repetitively study QY in 
integrating sphere and to prove a concept of suitability for mass fabrication. 
Integrating sphere method is hardly applicable to thin films due to small NC 
quantities. Also, we studied carrier lifetime dynamics. We evaluated optical stability 
of prepared hybrids by repeating measurements in predetermined time intervals and 
monitoring optical performance changes. 

In our research we used Si NCs prepared through thermal anneal of hydrogen 
silsesquioxane (HSQ) resulting in Si NCs in SiO2 matrix. Next, obtained brownish 
powder was etched in HF to release H-terminated Si NCs with hydrophobic 
properties. After etching was finished, hydrophobic NCs were extracted with toluene. 
Resulting Si NC/toluene colloid is ready for use. However, hydride passivation 
obtained from HF etch has poor stability and is prone to oxidation and Si-H bond 
scission. As a result, optical properties degrade in several days. Another surface 
passivation is needed to stabilize optical properties; functionalization with alkenes is 
an effective approach. Si NCs were functionalized with alkenes by radical driven 
reaction called hydrosilylation, photostability over years is confirmed [91]. We 
investigated encapsulation of both hydride- and alkene-passivated nanoparticles in a 
PMMA matrix. We started with dodecene-terminated Si NCs, see Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 PMMA/Si NC nanocomposite synthesis from dodecene-functionalized NCs (a) and 
a photograph of resulting sample under UV light (b). 
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To synthesize discussed hybrids, dodecene-passivated Si NC/toluene colloid was 
added to liquid monomer (monomethyl acrylate, MMA) together with polymerization 
reaction initiator (azobisisobutyronitrile, AIBN) and reaction vial was kept at 70° C 
for 12 hours. After release from a glass vial, ~ 4 ml volume sample is ready for 
characterization. We used two batches of different size Si NCs with different 
photoluminescence spectra peaks and called them “red” and “orange” 
according to their color under UV light illumination. In both samples Si NC 
concentration is roughly 1014-15 particles per cm3. We measured PL spectra, absolute 
QY and carrier lifetimes before and after encapsulation and repeated measurements 
over time to investigate a photostability of prepared hybrids (Figure 5.5). 

Figure 5.5 PL spectra of two dodecene-passivated samples with different PL peaks; inset 
shows their decay curves (a). Progress of absolute QY, carrier lifetime and decay dispersion 
factor β upon encapsulation in PMMA (b). 

PL spectra of both samples did not change after encapsulation in PMMA (Figure 
5.5a). Broad spectra indicate Si NC size distribution in ensemble. To analize PL 
decay, a stretched exponential function was used : 

I = I0exp(−(𝑠𝑠
𝜏𝜏)
𝛽𝛽  (3.1) 

where τ is a lifetime and β is a dispersion factor that represents a variation of 
individual lifetimes due to size distribution of NCs. A decrease of τ and β indicates 
introduction of new non-radiative processes that lower internal quantum efficiency. 
So, absolute QY, τ and β monitoring can reveal photostability of samples. 
Immediately after encapsulation both samples show parameter drop, however, partial 
recovery over time is observed. After few months hybrids stabilize at 30-40% QY 
without any change in PL spectra. 

Alkene passivation provides good optical stability, but certain PL tunability 
limitation takes place due to oxygen diffusion and Si NC surface oxidation at 
functionalization stage. Oxygen-related surface traps limit PL to red-NIR region while 
hydride-terminated Si NCs show size-dependent PL spectrum tunability across the 
whole visible range without a presence of oxygen.  

a b 
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Figure 5.6 PMMA/Si NC nanocomposite synthesis from hydride-functionalized NCs (a) and a 
photograph of resulting sample under UV light (b). 

So, after successful encapsulation of dodecene-passivated NCs, we decided to 
encapsulate as-prepared hydride-terminated NCs (Figure 5.6). As soon as MMA 
polymerization utilizes same radical chemistry as Si NC hydrosilylation process, 
encapsulation of H-terminated NCs involves two parallel reactions: MMA 
polymerization into PMMA and Si NC surface functionalization with MMA/PMMA 
molecules. In this way, separate passivation step is avoided. Together with PL 
tunability via particle size, this is a promising approach for relatively easy bulk 
quantity fabrication of hybrid material with tunable optical properties. 

Figure 5.7 Etch time dependent PL spectra (a); prepared samples under ambient light (b, top) 
and UV light (b, bottom). Scale bar length is 1 cm. 

A size tuning was performed through photo-assisted etch in HF. After H-terminated 
NCs are released from SiO2 and extracted with toluene, there are still some traces of 
HF remaining. We illuminated such Si NC/toluene colloid with 3W 575 nm LED and 
measured PL spectra with time intervals (Figure 5.7a). After PL peak tuning NCs 
were cleaned in fresh toluene, precipitated and encapsulated into PMMA (Figure 
5.7b). Prepared nanocomposites were optically characterized with the same methods 
as samples derived from dodecene-passivated Si NCs (Figure 5.8). 

a 

b 
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Figure 5.8 PL spectra of H-terminated Si NCs before and after encapsulation in PMMA, inset 
shows a SEM image of a cleaved sample surface (a). Evolution of hybrid optical properties 
over time (b). 

In contrast to hybrids from dodecene-functionalized Si NCs, PL spectra of hybrids 
derived from H-NCs markedly blue-shifted after polymerization. One of the possible 
reasons is etching with residual HF during polymerization process. However, spectra 
show stability over months since polymerization reaction finishes. This supports a 
hypothesis that hydride termination was exchanged to MMA/PMMA ligands similarly 
to passivation with dodecene molecules, since both polymerization and Si NC 
functionalization reactions are driven by free radicals from AIBN [92]. A QY 
decreased from ~60% to ~45% after first 3 weeks, this can be attributed to a cleavage 
of H-Si bonds that were not exchanged with MMA/PMMA during encapsulation. Si 
NCs with such dangling bonds turn “dark” and contribute to non-radiative 
recombinations, decreasing an absolute QY. Lifetime and β experienced slight 
decrease indicating new possible non-radiative recombination channels, probably due 
to diffusion of oxygen and subsequent NC surface oxidation. Thus, nevertheless some 
initial degradation takes place, stable 30-40% QY hybrids with yellow-orange PL are 
obtained. Inset in Figure 5.8a demonstrates a SEM image of a cleaved sample surface 
showing no porosity at imaging resolution. Vertical grooves originate from internal 
stresses induced by polymerization and released during cleavage indicate that 
prepared material behaves like a monolithic solid, not like porous structure. So, at 
least to some extent Si NCs are protected from interactions with environment. 
We also investigated a possibility to obtain blue-green emitting hybrids by 
encapsulating H-Si NCs photo-etched for longer times. Fabricated samples show 
substantially different optical properties than hybrids described in previous section. 
Poor 7% QY measured directly after encapsulation dropped to ~1% after few days, 
decay rate is in the range of nanoseconds (~104 times faster than yellow-red hybrids, 
Figure 5.9). Judging from these dramatically different properties, we assume there are 
another recombination mechanisms rather than one from quantum confinement effect 
in Si. Similar PL was observed in porous Si and SiO2 defects [93, 94]. Taking into 
account synthesis was conducted under unprotected atmosphere, we attribute such 
behavior to oxide defect PL from partially and fully oxidized Si NCs. 

a b 
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Figure 5.9 PL spectra of blue-emitting sample, inset shows its decay rate (a) and a 
photograph together with a reference sample (b). 

Finally, we demonstrated a low complexity fabrication of hybrid active material 
with stable (30-40% QY) tunable PL in yellow-NIR spectrum part. Another notable 
property of prepared hybrids is a large Stokes shift of Si NCs originating from indirect 
bandgap of bulk Si. Together with low absorption in PMMA, this results in fair 
transparency at optical communication wavelengths. 

5.3 Si NCs in thiol-ene polymer 

Encouraged by results obtained with Si NC/PMMA materials, we explored 
encapsulation of Si NCs into other polymer matrices. We aimed for more reactive 
chemistry to effectively co-passivate dodecene-terminated NCs and for more 
convenient polymerization process. Off-stoichiometry thiol-ene (OSTE) polymers 
were a matrix of choice thanks to their extremely fast UV-induced polymerization 
rates, low shrinkage, tunable mechanical and chemical properties, and highly mobile 
reactive radicals capable of Si NC dangling bond passivation. With moderate power 
UV light source, it takes only tens of seconds to polymerize few cm3 volume of OSTE 
[45]. To compare, it took ~12 hours to produce PMMA of the same volume. This is 
crucial as soon as industry requires fast large quantity fabrication of bulk materials. 

Thiol-based ligands were extensively used for direct bandgap quantum dots, 
however, did not bring sufficiently good results with Si NCs [95]. Thiol-ene 
polymerization reaction is driven by highly mobile UV-activated thiyl radicals, which 
in turn can produce carbon-centered radicals from allyls. Both are theoretically 
capable of Si NC non-radiative center passivation making NC optically active and 
leading to increased ensemble QY.  

a b 
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Scheme 5.1. UV curing of OSTE polymer together with Si NC co-passivation process. 

We hypothesize that OSTE radicals contribute to both polymerization and 
dangling bond passivation, so these 2 processes run in parallel. Scheme 5.1 
demonstrates polymerization reaction together with one of the possible Si NC 
dangling bond co-passivation mechanisms. The polymerization step-growth 
reaction is based on addition of a thiol group (-SH) to an ene group (C=C). OSTE 
radical concentrations can be indirectly alternated by changing initial thiol and ene 
(allyl) monomer ratio [96]. This approach was originally used to tune chemical and 
mechanical properties of OSTE polymers. 

In our experiments, we fabricated Si NC/OSTE hybrid materials by adding ~5 nm 
size dodecene-capped Si NCs toluene colloid to thiol/allyl monomer blend with a 
photoinitiator (Irgacure 184). We kept Si NC concentration at 0.01% by mass for all 
samples. It normally took 20s to fully cure ~3 ml samples under 12 mW/cm2 
collimated Hg lamp light (~ 350-450 nm). When Si NCs were encapsulated into 
formulations with excess thiols, notable QY increase was observed: for example, from 
20-30% as a colloid to 40-50% as a polymer/Si NC hybrid (Figure 5.10a). We 
attribute obtained QY enhancement to effective co-passivation of dangling bonds by 
thiyl and carbon radicals in OSTE. Indeed, Si NC passivation with thiol ligands was 
already reported, but exhibited low QYs and poor stability. In our case, fabricated 
samples demonstrate QY stability over several months. After encapsulation, PL 
spectra remain mostly unchanged except for appearance of fine features caused by PL 
reabsorption in matrix (Figure 5.10b). A dip at ~1.42 eV (~875 nm) on Si NC in 
toluene spectrum corresponds to a specific toluene absorption band (overtone of a C-
H stretching mode in toluene molecule) [97]. It is clearly seen that this dip disappears 
after encapsulation into OSTE, however, another feature appears at ~1.37 eV (~905 
nm, slight slope change of red curve in Figure 5.10b). It represents a specific OSTE 
molecule overtone absorption band. Reabsorbed PL was estimated to be less than 1%
of total emission, so this phenomenon does not affect QY calculation significantly. 
Finally, by analyzing such fine features of spectra in NIR region it is possible to 
reveal a sample composition to some extent.
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Figure 5.10 QY increase after transfer from toluene (black dot) to OSTE (40% thiol excess, 
red dots) as a function of shelf life time (a). PL spectra of Si NC colloid (black curve) and Si 
NC/OSTE hybrid (red curve) under equal excitation conditions (b). The proportion between 
spectra in (b) showing uniform QY enhancement (c). A photograph of prepared hybrid 
samples under UV light (d). 

To verify our hypothesis based on co-passivation with highly mobile OSTE 
radicals, we prepared a set of test samples with varying thiol/allyl off-stoichiometry 
(0% to 100% thiol excess, which is 2:1 thiol/allyl group ratio; and the same for allyl 
excess). According to reported theoretical investigation, higher excess of thiols results 
in higher concentrations of both thiyl radicals and carbon-centered radicals. Figure 
5.11a shows that increasing thiol excess results in higher QY values, in line with our 
theory proposing that higher active radical concentrations provide more complete co-
passivation of non-radiative centers. Allyl excess experiments demonstrate a slight 
drop of QY with increasing allyl fraction, indicating that less active radicals were 
available for co-passivation (Figure 5.11b). Unfortunately, direct detection of new 
bonds on Si NC surfaces is a non-trivial task due to extremely low amount of co-
passivated Si vacancies. It could be a single reacted bond per thousands of atoms on 
Si NC surface that makes a NC optically active. Therefore, FTIR and X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) cannot provide any reliable information here. 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 5.11 QY dependent on thiol (a) and allyl (b) excess; note that Si NCs colloids with 
different initial QY were used: 20-30% for thiol excess and 40-50% for allyl excess. 

To verify optical stability, additional spectrally resolved measurements of decay 
rates (1/τ) and β were performed (Figure 5.12). These parameters remain largely 
unchanged after encapsulation into OSTE. High β values indicate an absence of new 
non-radiative channels introduced by polymerization, therefore, NCs in a hybrid are 
either bright or dark. This is consistent with a hypothesis stating that QY increase is 
attributed to an increase of bright particle fraction. 

Figure 5.12 Decay rate (a) and β (b) of a sample with 40% thiol excess (Figure 5.10) in 
comparison to Si NC colloid. 

There are two major ways to introduce free radicals to start polymerization and 
hydrosilylation reactions: with a photoinitiator and with an ionizing irradiation. A 
photoinitiator used in this work (Irgacure 184) has a strong absorption in UV and 
partially blue spectral region, overlapping with Si NC absorption (Figure 5.13a). The 
photoinitiator remaining after polymerization can decrease optical pump efficiency, so 
initiator-free samples were also prepared to achieve higher matrix transparency in 
UV-blue spectrum part (Figure 5.13b). Such samples were prepared by sandwiching 
monomer blend with Si NCs between two 4 inch fused silica wafers and exposing to 
deep UV light (180 mJ/cm2 of UVC light). Silica wafers were pre-treated with SH-
functionalized sylane to ensure a good adhesion with OSTE. High transparency, rapid 

a b 
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polymerization and low shrinkage make OSTE outperform PMMA traditionally used 
as a matrix for quantum dots. Stable 60-70% QY of Si NCs encapsulated in OSTE 
matrix allows implementing developed hybrid material not only as active material for 
integrated photonics, but also as glass laminates for sun energy harvesting devices 
like luminescent solar concentrators [98]. 

Figure 5.13 Wavelength dependent absorption of OSTE polymer and Si NC/OSTE hybrid, 
both prepared with a photoinitiator. Inset shows pump wavelength independent ~65% QY 
sample stable over 4 months (a). A photograph of initiator-free highly transparent Si 
NC/OSTE glass laminate, it is seen that optical spectrum transmission through such 
laminate is not affected. Inset shows a magnified laminate side view (b). 

a b 
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Chapter 6 

6 Conclusions and future work 

6.1 Conclusions 

In summary, in this thesis we propose and develop passive and active integrated polymer 
waveguides for PICs; we report novel optical materials based on Si QDs embedded in 
polymers as well. 

Polymer photonics platform was introduced and compared with other PIC material 
systems. After discussion of advantages of optical polymers, problems are noted and routes to 
their reduction are proposed. Novel Si QD doped polymers with broad functionality are 
discussed. 

A theoretical background on light propagation in polymer PICs and semiconductor physics 
of quasi-direct bandgap Si NCs is briefly presented. A working principle of integrated 
component simulation tools such as FEM and FDTD is described with examples given. 

A fabrication of polymer PICs in clean room environment is presented with a description 
of standard tools used in semiconductor industry: lithography, plasma etching, polymer thin 
film preparation, etc. Characterization procedures for polymer chips are explained, from 
optical inspection with a microscope to transmission experiments on a photonic probe station, 
where a signal from single-mode optical fiber is butt-coupled to integrated waveguides. 
Chemical synthesis routes of different Si NC/polymer nanocomposites are presented, a 
quantum yield and free carrier lifetime analysis principles are explained and measurement 
setup schemes provided. 

Novel approaches to enhance polymer waveguide performance are presented. We show a 
study on 1550 nm light propagation in air-suspended SU-8 waveguides. A removal of SiO2 
cladding underneath waveguides provides better light confinement (uniform refractive index 
contrast of ~57.5%) and smaller sensitivity to light polarization. Both simulation results and 
experimental evaluation show a decrease of low-loss 90° bending radius from >100 μm to 
~15 μm, which greatly reduces PIC footprint and gives more freedom in PIC design. 

We investigated an influence of thermal treatment on PMMA waveguides and microring 
resonators. By heating close to a glass transition temperature, a surface of PMMA waveguides 
standing on thin SiO2 pedestals is reflown and scattering losses are reduced from ~2 dB/cm to 
~1.3 dB/cm. Heating-induced polymer viscosity change provides a waveguide profile change 
from rectangular to a circular; this greatly improves waveguide insensitivity to light 
polarization (PDL decreased from ~0.3 dB/cm to less than 0.1 dB/cm). Consequently, thermal 
reflow enhances a Q-factor of microring resonators up to ~2 times. Also, reflow-induced <400 
nm coupling gap between microring and bus waveguide is demonstrated with inexpensive 
contact lithography tool, avoiding use of sophisticated techniques like e-beam lithography. 

Active polymer waveguides for all-optical intensity modulation are developed. Addition of 
Si NCs into PMMA waveguides allows active functions like signal intensity modulation based 
on free carrier absorption effect. The concentration of free carriers in Si NCs is altered by 
pumping with UV light pulses from a free space. Intensity modulation down to -1.55 dB was 
experimentally shown for 5 mm long devices. Free carrier relaxation time is determined to be 
a major modulation bandwidth limiting factor.  

Hybrid Si NC/polymer materials for active applications are synthesized and characterized. 
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Si NCs were embedded into PMMA by thermal polymerization of MMA - Si NC colloid. NCs 
of different sizes were used to produce nanocomposites with different PL peaks. Stable over 
several months 30-40% QY and free carrier lifetimes for hybrids with PL in yellow-NIR 
range reported. Another type of developed nanocomposites is fabricated by encapsulating Si 
NCs into OSTE polymer. Reactivity of OSTE monomers allows rapid polymerization (10-20 
s for ~3 cm3 volume) and Si NC surface reactions that increase a QY and photostability. 
Record high ~65% QY among any reported to date solid state Si NC composites is reported. 

6.2 Future work 

We propose the following future work in the field of integrated polymer photonics: 
- Development of higher refractive index polymers with high transparency in optical

communication windows. An achievement of Si3N4 refractive index level would greatly
decrease polymer device footprint while keeping low fabrication complexity and chip
costs. At the same time, polymers with very low refractive index are also desirable as a
cladding material to achieve a high index contrast.

- Experimental demonstration of stable organic chromophore self-alignment in polymers.
Considering electric field poling is a non-trivial procedure with limited efficiency, self-
assembled hybrids would be extremely beneficial as materials with high 2nd order non-
linearity. This would push a development of electro-optical modulators based on Pockels
effect.

- Research on Si NC and other QD encapsulation in polymers. Surface chemistry here
defines optical properties and overall dopant efficiency. This is crucial to implement on-
chip polymer amplifiers.

- Investigations on conductive polymers to implement light sources and photodetectors on
a polymer chip.
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